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ABSTRACT 

Schemes that use intercormected devices such as control systems and Automated 

Test Equipment (ATE) traditionally use software that is built upon the client-server 

model. As a result, these systems are incapable of guaranteeing control of the master over 

slaves in the event of many cases of system failure. Also, these systems are often written 

in compiled languages like 'C' or 'Assembly', which makes the task of recompiling 

software and rebooting systems necessary when modifications are performed. 

In an effort to provide greater fault tolerance and reliability, we explore the 

possibility of using the P2P model for networking devices. Moreover, we attempt to use 

scripts for defíning system behavior, which provides flexibility and ease in making 

modifications at runtime. 

We met our goal by developing a distributed P2P architecture for confederations 

of devices and by defíning an XML-based scripting language for writing distributed 

applications that run on the said platform. Message protocols for communication between 

devices were defíned. Many useful features were implemented that make the framework 

powerfiil and yet simple to use. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

In industrial envirormients, interconnected devices such as controllers, sensors, 

actuators and monitors are widely used in control systems. Traditionally, such systems 

are built upon the client-server architecture and suffer critical loss from failure of a 

variety of network or server fiinctions. The software which controls these networked 

devices and defínes their behavior is often written in a language like 'C' or 'Assembly'. 

When a control system engineer desires to change the response of a device to a particular 

stimulus, the source code is modifíed and recompiled; the device is loaded with the 

modifíed software and rebooted. In many applications, the complete loss of one of the 

devices during system operation is not an option. Rebooting a device therefore indirectly 

means bringing down the entire system with it. Under such circumstances, the system 

behavior is often left uimiodified because the cure is worse than the disease. 

Automated testing is another area which employs systems of interconnected 

controUers, sensors, actuators and monitors. Automated Test Equipment (ATE) performs 

repeatable tests on items, detecting faults in them and checking them for functionality and 

performance. ATE is widely used in many manufacturing industries such as automotive, 

electronics, and aerospace to computerize the process of manual testing. ATE systems 

rurming client-server architecture-based, hard-coded software suffer from the same 

drawbacks menfíoned above, namely single point of failure vulnerability and difficulty in 

modifying system behavior at runtime. 
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Peer-to-Peer (P2P) networks, on the other hand, are gaining immense popularity 

because of their usefulness in communication, distributed computing and sharing of 

resources and information. P2P systems can provide improved redundancy and fault 

tolerance. It is desirable to build a confederation of devices based upon the P2P model, 

with all controllers, sensors, actuators and monitors seamlessly communicating with each 

other. We also wish to develop that much-needed freedom from a hard-coded method of 

defíning system behavior for networked devices. This research aims to develop an 

architecture that meets both these needs. 

1.2 Scope and Importance of this Work 

This research designs an architecture to run scripted Peer-to-Peer applications on 

networked devices. It defínes a messaging mechanism which serves as a communication 

model for interconnected devices. It thereby creates a true distributed multi-tasking 

operating system for control systems and ATE. This project builds a software prototype 

of the architecture and demonstrates its ability by running two scripted Peer-to-Peer 

applications in a simulated environment. 

The architecture would simplify the task of the control system engineer by 

averting the need to recompile software and reboot systems. It would serve as a platform 

for rurming scripted Peer-to-Peer applications, which are more fault-tolerant and easier to 

modify during runtime, on ATE. It would thereby improve the productivity of industrial 

machinery and help in achieving better product quality. 



1.3 Structure of this Report 

Chapter II of this thesis report probes into the Peer-to-Peer (P2P) model. It 

explains the advantages and drawbacks of P2P, comparing it with the traditional client-

server (master-slave) model. Finally, it investigates the technologies, tools, and libraries 

available for developing Distributed Peer-to-Peer (DP2P) applications and examines and 

evaluates the feasibility of their empioyment in achieving our purpose. 

Chapter III states the advantages and disadvantages with using the client-server 

model for networking devices and the hard-coded style for defíning device behavior. It 

explains the problems to be solved and the overall goals of this project. 

Chapter IV states the design choices made for the proposed DP2P architecture. It 

describes the various building blocks of the DP2P platform and describes the scripting 

language designed to run on it. The various features implemented are also discussed. 

Chapter V presents two examples which demonstrate that the architecture can be 

used for rurming scripted Peer-to-Peer applications. 

Chapter VI provides concluding remarks, a brief summary of contributions of this 

work and scope for fiiture research. 



CHAPTER 2 

BACKGROUND 

This chapter introduces the Peer-to-Peer (P2P) model of compufíng to those who 

are not already familiar with it. It gives a formal defínifíon of P2P and states P2P's 

advantages and drawbacks compared with the traditional client-server (master-slave) 

model. It illustrates some applications for which P2P is being used. Finally, this chapter 

investigates the technologies, tools and libraries available for developing DP2P 

applications and examines and evaluates the feasibility of their use in flilfílling our goal. 

2.1 Peer-to-Peer (P2P) 

2.1.1 Defínitions 

This section provides defínitions of the terms 'CIient-Server model' and 'Peer-to-

Peer model'. 

2.1.1.1 Client-Server (Master-Slave) Model 

The traditional client-server (master-slave) network architecture is one in which 

one or more computers are dedicated to serving the others and are solely responsible for 

decision making and resource control [3, 8]. 

2.1.1.2 Peer-to-Peer (P2P) Model 

P2P is a network architecture in which each computer has equivalent capabilities 

and responsibilities. Every computer is both a client and a server. There are no masters or 



slaves. Thus, by recognizing all computers on the network as equals, P2P enables direct 

exchange of resources and decentralizes control [3, 8]. 

2.1.2 Comparison with Client-Server 

P2P has some inherent strengths over the traditional client-server model. This 

section takes a closer look at some of the most important advantages and drawbacks of 

P2P versus client-server, which will help us make the right choice between the two in the 

fiiture course of this work. 

2.1.2.1 Advantages 

There are some things that P2P does very well. Some benefíts that many 

applications can realize by adopting the P2P model are stated below. 

P2P results in networks that improve fault tolerance and hence reliability. No one 

part of the system is essential to its operation. Failure of a few nodes does not cause 

failure of the entire system. P2P networks are more flexible and adaptable than traditional 

client-server networks. They require no centralized management, oversight, or control. 

They offer easy scalability; expanding the network simply means adding more peers. P2P 

offers greater performance; information transfer is faster due to bypassing of the central 

server. P2P systems provide greater availability and usability of resources than their 

client-server counterparts [3]. 



2.1.2.2 Drawbacks 

Despite all these advantages, there are still many reasons why P2P might not be 

the right model for a specifíc application. The drawbacks of the P2P model are stated 

below. 

P2P applications are far more diffícult to develop; P2P is still in its infant stage, 

and any development work is hindered by the lack of standards and infrastructure. P2P 

applications are complex, making them even harder to confígure and program. The P2P 

model increases a network's exposure to hacks, attacks, viruses and other malicious 

damage, making security an important issue. 

Hence, P2P is not right for all applications. P2P has its OWTI weaknesses, and 

these must be considered and thoroughly examined before making a choice between the 

traditional client-server and the newer P2P model for computing. 

2.1.3 P2P Applications 

While investigating a solution suitable for running scripted P2P applications on 

devices and ATE, it is worth spending some time to get informed about existing 

applications which use P2P. This exercise will help us see how P2P is competing with or 

replacing traditional client-server systems in different areas and at the same time how far 

or close we are from using P2P for networking devices. DP2P refers to distributed 

computing using P2P technology. P2P on the other hand is a much broader term and may 

be used with other communication and resource sharing applications which also make use 

of the P2P concept. This secfíon will help us better understand the subtle difference 

between these two terms. 



2.1.3.1 Communication 

One modem means of communication enabled by the Intemet is Instant 

Messaging (IM). Programs called 'IM clients' enable two or more users to cormect with 

each other for real-time text-based conversations. The messages flow from one computer 

to another over the Intemet with no server interface whatsoever. AIM, ICQ, MSN and 

Yahoo! are some key players who provide IM clients which fiinction on their own 

proprietary messaging networks. 

2.1.3.2 File Sharing/Swapping 

File sharing networks such as Napster, KaZaA, Gnutella, MusicCity and many 

more are quite infamous for illegal distribution of music and software. In most instances 

a central server is involved for finding files and matching up two computers, but after the 

initial interaction only the two computers are involved. Since the ban on Napster, several 

newer services have sprung up that are less centralized, and most of them now have some 

technique in place for revenue generation. 

2.1.3.3 Group Collaboration 

P2P networks could cormect two computers in a person-to-person conversation. 

So why stop there? P2P is also being used to coimect more users in a group conversation 

and to communicate using audio, video, white boarding and fíle-sharing capabilities. 

NetMeeting, IntraLinks and Quiq are some key players. 



2.1.3.4 Distributed Computing 

There are thousands of computers connected to the Intemet that have plenty of 

unused CPU time. When a computer is co-opted for a distributed computing project, 

software is installed on the machine to mn various processing activities in its spare time. 

Inputs are downloaded and results are uploaded periodically to combine with similar 

results from other PCs taking part in the project. The end effect simulates the processing 

power of supercomputers, which are otherwise necessary for such large and complex 

computing projects. SETI@home, United Devices, distributed.net and Avaki are some 

key players. 

Distributed Storage, Distributed Search, and Online Gaming are a few more 

applications that make use of the P2P concept. The idea of networking devices in a P2P 

fashion is relatively new. A platform for mnning scripted P2P applications on ATE is a 

novel idea at the time of this writing. This project will design architecture for control 

systems and ATE that will be robust, fault-tolerant, and wiU easily allow modifications to 

programs during mntime. It will also incorporate many other desirable features, which 

will be stated and described in Chapter IV. 

2.1.4 P2PTechnologies 

This research work explored a number of technologies that can be employed to 

help develop P2P applicafions specifically for devices. A few leading ones among them 

were selected and are described here. The most appropriate one from these was chosen to 

serve as the development tool for this project. 
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2.1.4.1 QNX Neutrino Real-time Operating System 

The QNX Neutrino RTOS can be used to design highly reliable and scalable 

systems for embedded devices. It provides support for using the NetBSD and TCP/IP 

stack for networking. It supports transparent distributed processing by providing a 

framework for unified access to hardware and software resources on remote nodes using 

standard messages [6]. It mns file systems, drivers, protocol stacks and applications in 

user space, letting you plug in and plug out any component on the fly. Besides these key 

benefits, QNX Neutrino RTOS is a tme microkemel operating system that has real-time 

performance, advanced 3D graphics, and other such benefits. 

QNX Neutrino is widely used for developing embedded software using 'C'. 

However, it is not inherently supportive in developing a system that will use scripts to 

define system behavior. 

2.1.4.2 JXTA 

The name 'JXTA' is derived from the word 'Juxtapose'. It is a set of open 

protocols that allow any connected device on the network to communicate and 

collaborate in a P2P manner. It provides support for the most basic functionality required 

by any P2P application, namely peer discovery and peer communicafion [4, 7]. 

JXTA is platform-independent; peers may run on different platforms like 

Windows, Mac OS, and Linux. JXTA is language-independent; it can be implemented in 

C/C++, Java, Perl or any other language that suits the developer. JXTA is transport 

protocol-independent; TCP/IP, HTTP, Bluetooth or any other protocol may be used. 



It is not a library of code but a set of protocols that can be implemented in any 

language. Six protocols have been defined: Peer Discovery, Peer Resolver, Peer 

Information, Peer Membership, Pipe Binding, and Endpoint Routing. These protocols 

connect peers in a network and then securely manage messages sent between them. The 

key to JXTA is its modular, extendable architecture with three primary layers defined: 

JXTA core, JXTA services, and JXTA applications [4, 7]. Sun Microsystems provides 

JXTA without charge under an open source license. 

JXTA seems to be a great tool for networking devices such as printers, 

multimedia systems and household equipment, however its usefulness in interconnecting 

devices such as sensors, controllers, actuators and monitors in an industrial environment 

is not known. It is also not very likely to offer support for developing a system that wiU 

use scripts to define system behavior. 

2.1.4.3 UPnP (Universal Plug and Play) 

Just as PnP (Plug and Play) changed the way we add hardware to a PC, UPnP 

promises to ease the way we add devices to a network. 

With UPnP, adding devices to a network is said to be as easy as tuming them on. 

A device can automatically join the network, get an IP address, inform other devices on 

the network about its existence and capabilities, and leam about other network devices. 

When such a device has exchanged its data or goes outside the network area, it can leave 

the network cleanly without intermpting any of the other devices. 
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The various UPnP devices are identifíed and managed by one or more control 

points on the network. Many devices may include control points, thereby allowing the 

creation of a tme P2P network [3]. 

UPnP aims at allowing data communication among all devices regardless of 

media, operating system, programming language, or wired/wireless cormection. To foster 

such interoperability, it relies on network-related technologies built upon industry-

standard protocols such as HTTP, IP, TCP, UDP, and XML. Microsoft's operating 

systems support UPnP, and many device manufacturers are now producing UPnP-

compliant network devices. 

Just like JXTA, UPnP is not inherently supportive in developing a system that 

will use scripts to defíne system behavior on control systems and ATE. 

Some of these technologies may be tried in future implementations. For the sake 

of building the software prototype, however this project relies on two general purpose 

technologies and tools, namely XML markup language and Microsoft .NET. 

2.1.4.4 XML 

XML is a markup language that provides a flexible way to create standard data 

formats and can be used to create new scripting languages [12]. XML stands for 

Extensible Markup Language. XML is designed to describe data in plain text format. 

Using plain text as opposed to binary makes XML an easy medium for storage and 

retrieval of data and information interchange across platforms. 

11 



P2P systems typically consist of clients mnning different hardware, operating 

systems, and network protocols. One of the most fime-consuming challenges for 

developers has been to exchange data between such systems over the Internet. XML 

offers an ideal mechanism to store, transmit, validate, parse, manipulate, and encrypt 

short structured messages sent between P2P applications regardless of the underlying 

hardware, operating system, or programming language. There is no doubt that P2P 

applications can benefít greatly by the use of XML as the format for information 

interchange, and that there is a natural affiliation between the two [13]. 

This project will use XML to create a new language. Scripts written in this 

language will be transmitted to other peers. Scripts stored in the form of XML fíles, and 

scripts transmitted between peers as XML messages, wiU be parsed and executed using 

XML handlers in an identical manner. 

2.1.4.5 Microsoft.NET 

Microsoft .NET is a set of Microsoft software technologies for connecting 

information, people, systems, and devices through the use of Web Services. Although this 

project does not make use of Web Services, .NET provides ideal tools for implemenfing 

XML-based applications [14]. 

Microsoft .NET Framework helps build, deploy, and integrate Windows-based 

applications with other networked systems. It consists of two main parts. The fírst part, 

Common language mntime (CLR), provides common services for .NET Framework 

applications. Programs can be written for CLR in just about every language including C. 

12 
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C++, C# and Visual Basic. CLR simplifíes programming by assisting with memory 

management, security management and error handling. The second part, the .NET 

Framework class library, includes prepackaged sets of fiinctionality that developers can 

use. 

This project will benefít greatly from the .NET Framework class library for the 

following reasons: 

• The .NET Framework provides quite a rich collection of UI controls and 

components for developing neat Windows form-based GUI applications. 

Many commercially available ATE systems are now capable of mnning 

such applications. 

• The .NET Framework provides a basic XML parser component, and 

extemal advanced XML parsers capable of doing encryption and 

compression are available and may easily be used. 

• The .NET Framework provides various protocols for communication over 

the Intemet. XML messages can be interchanged over protocols such as 

TCP, UDP, and HTTP etc. 

• The .NET Framework provides Remoting, which is based on the concept 

of distributed objects. It is a technology which enables executing parts of a 

program remotely. This architecture will use Remoting to execute parts of 

scripts on other peers. Moreover, Remoting is an abstract approach to 

interprocess communication, and it separates the remotable object from a 

specific mechanism of communication. Protocols, serialization formats, 

13 



etc. can be easily interchanged without the need to recompile client and 

server parts. This is a useful feature in the case of DP2P applications, 

which often run on heterogeneous systems that use different OSs and 

hardware. 

• The .NET Framework enables writing multi-threaded programs. This 

ability is necessary when there is a need for mnning various code paths 

simultaneously or executing long processes while still maintaining an 

interactive GUI. 

• The .NET Framework has coUection classes for holding data, classes 

required for building timers, and other such reusable components. 

Besides providing an excellent library for creating XML-based network 

applicafions, Microsoft .NET is good in RAD (Rapid Applicafion Development), with its 

powerfiil and well-designed IDE (Integrated Development Environment) and useftal 

debugging tools. 

This chapter showed the pros and cons of using the P2P model as opposed to the 

client-server model for computing. We explored the existing applications of P2P and saw 

that P2P is a relatively new idea and has not been applied yet to interconnect devices such 

as sensors, actuators, controllers, and monitors. Finally, we explored some of the leading 

P2P standards and technologies that were available at the time of this writing for 

networking devices and selected XML and .NET as suitable general purpose tools for 

developing our software prototype. 
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CHAPTER 3 

PROBLEMS ADDRESSED 

In industrial environments, interconnected devices such as controllers, sensors, 

actuators and monitors are widely used in control systems. Manufacturing industries such 

as automotive, electronics, and aerospace use ATE with similar systems of 

interconnected devices for computerizing the process of manual testing. Both these 

applications run traditional software built upon the client-server model, which uses a 

compiled, hard-coded style for defining system behavior. Such systems suffer from two 

significant drawbacks, which will now be discussed. 

3.1 Single Point of Failure 

Systems built upon the client-server model are highly dependent on the server for 

their operation. In events such as cable damage interior to the system or the loss of a 

router, these systems become compromised due to the single point of failure. The master-

slave model finds it difficult to guarantee that the master can control slaves on both sides 

of the break. Another case where master-slave architectures are much inferior is when the 

master fails [1,2]. 

A solufion to this problem is very much desirable. This thesis seeks to develop a 

technique for networking devices in a way that is more reliable and fault tolerant than the 

client-server model. 
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3.2 Runtime Modifications 

Software which mns on devices in control systems or ATE is often written in a 

compiled language like 'C' or 'Assembly', producing a hard-coded definition of system 

behavior. When an engineer desires to change a device's response to a particular 

stimulus, the source code is modified and recompiled; the device is loaded with that new 

software and rebooted. Recompiling and rebooting is not a feasible solution in many 

cases where the complete loss of one of the devices during system operation is out of the 

question. In such cases, system behavior is simply left unmodified [1, 2]. 

A scripting mechanism for defining system behavior is thus very much desirable. 

It would provide more uptime for control systems by allowing modifications during 

mntime. It would greatly simplify the task of the Automated Test Engineer by allowing 

greater fíexibility and ease in defíning and refíning tests. 

3.3 Project Goals 

This thesis seeks to design and build infrastmcture to mn scripted Peer-to-Peer 

applications on networked devices. Message protocols which will serve as a 

communication model for interconnected devices will be defined. The overall goal is to 

create a true distributed multi-tasking operating system for control systems and ATE. 

Finally, this thesis will demonstrate the validity of the concepts put forth in this work 

through mnning two scripted P2P applications in a simulated environment. 

16 



CHAPTER 4 

DP2P NETWORK ARCHITECTURE 

This chapter states the design choices made for the architecture that was 

developed during this work. ft describes its various building blocks and provides details 

on the features implemented. ft also describes the scripting language designed to mn on 

the prototype architecture. 

4.1 Design Choices 

This section states the design choices made for the architecture and elaborates on 

the driving forces behind these decisions. An implementation based on good design 

choices would invariably result in a platform which is simple to use but at the same time 

has powerful capabilities to accomplish any conceivable task. 

4.1.1 Distributed Peer-to-Peer (DP2P) Network Model 

Systems based on the master-slave model cannot guarantee control of master over 

the slaves after events such as cable damage interior to the system or failure of a router. 

However, every device in a DP2P system is capable of initiating responses to error 

conditions, and the peers on either side of the break can bring the system to the most 

appropriate state possible based upon the knowledge available to them. 

Failure of the master is so damaging and well known, that the answer - redundant 

masters (servers) - is well documented [8]. It makes sense to consider extending this 

answer to the limiting case by making every network device a potential redundant master. 
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Then, one advantage of a true DP2P system becomes apparent. The response to the loss 

of any combination of devices and communication links is as minimally traumatic to the 

system as possible. 

Moreover, a system based on the DP2P model would be scalable; expanding the 

network would simply mean adding more peers. It would provide greater availability and 

usability of resources. In client-server systems, failure of the server brings down the 

availability of resources to zero. The failure of a node in a DP2P system would reduce the 

availability of resources, but not bring it down to zero. 

A DP2P model was therefore chosen over the traditional client-server (master-

slave) model for the sake of achieving greater reliability, fault tolerance, adaptabilify, 

scalability, and availability. 

4.1.2 Scripting Mechanism 

Software written in a compiled language like 'C' or 'Assembly' produces a hard-

coded definition of system behavior. When a change needs to be made, the source code is 

modified and recompiled; the device is loaded with that new software and rebooted. 

Rebooting is not always feasible in cases where the complete loss of a device during 

system operation is not an option. 

For such systems, a scripting mechanism for defining system behavior would be 

very much preferred to hard coding. In the case of ATE systems, scripting would provide 

flexibility and ease in refining or modifying tests at runtime. 
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With scripting, the responsible engineer whould be able to modify a device's 

behavior in response to a single stimulus. The interaction with other devices will not be at 

risk. The response of the modifíed device to other stimuli will not be at risk. Only the 

script which controls the response to the single sfimulus in question will get modified. 

Furthermore, implementation techniques could be developed so that the system engineer 

could quickly revert to previous scripts. This way, the system engineer should be able to 

fix a problem in the event of a break and continue operation. 

Taking all these advantages into consideration, a scripting mechanism for 

defining system behavior was chosen over the traditional hard-coded mechanism to 

provide more uptime, improved effíciency and fíexibility, greater productivity, and better 

product quality. 

4.1.3 Properties, Methods and Events 

The modem Rapid Application Development (RAD) model uses properties, 

methods, and events to describe the interactions between components. The strength of 

this system lies in the fact that properties can be manipulated by methods, methods can be 

executed on certain events, and events can be triggered when changes occur to properties. 

The model is well-considered and worth maintaining at the script level within the DP2P 

system. 

Each device operating within the system will have a number of properties. 

Properties are variables to reflect status and control values of devices. Examples would 

include the reading shown by a temperature sensor and the On/Off status of a limit 
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switch. The properties would be generic and referred to by index within scripts so that the 

low-level message handling and processing mechanism do not have to concem 

themselves with specific types of device properties. 

Methods (scripts) are the functions through which properties are read and written 

and the actions appropriate to specific property values. Examples would include the 10 

calls used to sound a klaxon or the creation of a specific message when a limit switch has 

been reached. 

Events (intermpts) would include stimuli such as the change of value of a 

property, the failure of a watchdog, or the occurrence of an error condition. The DP2P 

system should have the ability to start a script when a property is changed, based upon 

sensor or message inputs. 

4.1.4 Multiple Tasks on a Single Device 

Every device identified by a unique hostname will be capable of performing 

multiple tasks, each task independent of any other. A 'Job' wiU be a network-wide 

coUection of tasks mrming on different devices but together performing some ftinction for 

achieving a common goal. 

Each task mnning on a device will have a unique Job ID. AUotting separate task 

spaces to each individual task using this Job ID would prevent the different tasks from 

overwriting each other's data and thereby stepping on each other. 
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4.1.5 Local/Remote Operations 

Each task wiU perform operations on itself, on a different task on the same 

network device, or a task on another device in the network using the same scripting 

instructions. Thus, instructions to read/write properties and allocate resources, both local 

and remote, will be identical. 

This feature would make instmctions transparent at the script level, making it 

much simpler for the script programmer to understand and vmte distributed P2P 

applications on the proposed platform. 

4.1.6 Resource AUocafion 

In the DP2P system, devices would be accessed through properties which will 

reflect their control and status values. The properties themselves can therefore be 

considered to reflect the system's resources. Timers, which are used for the purpose of 

scheduling scripts as discussed in the following section, are also included among the 

system's resources. 

If one task on a device wishes to assume control of a resource, the first task 

cannot automatically assume resource ownership even if the resource in question may be 

local. 

Ownership to all resources must be requested. A resource is granted if it is free or 

already owned by that task. Once a resource is granted, other tasks are not allowed to 

write to it. However, read operations are still permitted. A differentiation is made in what 

subsequently gets executed, depending on whether the resource in question is granted or 

denied. Only the task which ovmed the resource may free it after use. 
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Ownership to remote resources will be requested by issuing a message. A 

sequence of messages to all mnning tasks can be used to iocate available resources. 

Resource allocation based on the above mechanism will, for example, prevent two 

controllers from simultaneously attempting to do different things to one actuator. 

4.1.7 Timers 

Within this DP2P system, some standard real-time constmcts will be enormously 

valuable. Timers, with variable delay and repeat count, will be available for the purpose 

of scheduling execution of scripts any desired number of times and at intervals specified 

in miUiseconds, seconds, minutes, hours, or days to interact fully with properties, 

methods and events system-wide. 

The user will be given the ability to Start, Pause, Resume, and Stop timers, as 

well as set their 'Repetition count', 'Delay', and "Script to execute upon firing" 

properties using scripts as well as through the GUI. 

Timers, like properties, will be generic and referred to by index within scripts 

rather than by name, so that the low-level message handling and processing mechanisms 

do not have to concem themselves with specific types of timers. 

4.2 Implementation 

This section will describe the various building blocks of the DP2P platform and 

the various features implemented. It will also describe the scripting language designed to 

run on this platform. The accompanying CD-ROM at the end of this report provides 

complete source code of the prototype DP2P architecture. 
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4.2.1 Overview 

Each device operating within the system is capable of mnning multiple tasks. The 

maximum number of tasks which a device can mn is variable and can be set with a 

command line parameter at startup. 

Each device has a GUI to interact with the device, launch scripts, and monitor 

activity occurring on the device. Each device has 'Properties', 'Methods', and 'Events'. 

There are three types of properties - 'lnteger', 'String', and 'DateTime'. These are 

displayed on the GUI in three separate panes of a tabbed panel. 

Properties are variables that reflect device status and control values. Global 

properties will be tied to device inputs/outputs in fiiture implementations. The remaining 

properties are divided into multiple task spaces, and each task space can be assigned for 

mrming an independent task. The number of properties per task is also set with a 

command line parameter at startup. 
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Figure 4.1: DP2P Application Rurming 2 Tasks with 4 Properties of Each Type 

Fig. 4.1 shows an instance of the DP2P application mnning 2 tasks with 4 

properties of each type. 'lnteger' properties are visible, while 'String' properties and 

'DateTime' properties are hidden from view in other panes of the tabbed panel. Note that 

properties 0 - 3 are Global, 4 - 7 belong to Taskl. and 8 - 12 belong to Task2. The 

number of properties of each type per task is therefore 4 and not 12. The current value 

and the previous value of properties are displayed. Also note that the properties are 

generic, and will be referred to in scripts by their indices, marked on the left. 
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Figure 4.2: DP2P Application Running 7 Tasks with 32 Properties of Each Type 

Fig. 4.2 shows the DP2P application mnning 7 tasks and having 32 properties of 

each type. Note how the GUI adapts the view to available space over the fiill range of 

operation. This partly demonstrates how the platform scales to mn more tasks and to 

work with more properties. 

Methods (scripts) are the ftinctions through which properties are read and written 

and the actions appropriate to specific property values. Scripts can interact fully with 

properties system-wide, interact with timers, respond to events, and initiate other scripts. 
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A new XML-based scripting language was created to run on this platform. XML 

provided cross-platform compatibility, while the .NET Framework provided an easy-to-

use XML handler to parse scripts written in the said language. 

A sample script running on this platform is as shown: 

<file id="read write test" job="main"> 

<writeprop type="int" index="0" body="value">10</writeprop> 

<readprop type="string" from="0" in_src="Peer2" to="0" in_dest="Peerl" /> 

</flle> 

The first node in the above script contains 2 instmctions: writeprop and readprop. 

The first instmction writes the value ' 10' to Integer property 0. The second instmction 

reads String property 0 from 'Peer2' to String property 0 on 'Peerl'. Fig. 4.3 shows the 

DP2P application's 'lnteger Properties' pane after executing the above script. Note the 

changed value and the previous value of Integer Property 0. String Property 0, however, 

is hidden from view in another pane of the tabbed panel. 

AII instmctions for read/write operations, arithmetic operations, testing, looping, 

resource control, and managing timers will be described in Section 4.2.3 of this chapter. 
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Figure 4.3: DP2P Application's 'lnteger Properties' Pane after Executing Script 

Events (intermpts) include stimuli such as the change of value of a property or 

firing of a timer. Events are capable of executing Methods (scripts), thereby taking 

appropriate action when required. Two events are supported by the platform. Properties 

have an 'onChange event' while timers have their own "Timer event'. 

Every property's onChange event executes a unique script determined by its Job 

title, type, and index. Scripts pertaining to a Job are found in a subdirectory named after 

that Job. The scripts fílename is given by "int-", "str-", or "tim-" foUowed by index, 

depending on the type of property in question. 
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In the above example shown in Fig 4.3, upon writing value 10 to Integer Property 

0, Integer Property O's onChange event would be fired and script /scripts/main/int-O.xml 

would be automatically executed if it existed. If an onChange script is missing, the 

platform assumes that the script programmer did not intend to tie a method to the 

onChange event of that particular property in question. 

Fig. 4.4 shows the DP2P application's timer pane. Timers, just like properties, are 

generic and referred to by index. Each timer has a 'Repeat count', 'lnterval', 'Unit', and 

'Script to mn on firing' properties. Each timer also has 'Start/Pause/Resume' and "Stop' 

buttons. Note that interaction with timers is possible through the GUI, as well as through 

scripts as shown: 

<file ld="timer.xml" job= "main"> 

<timer index="0" repeat="10" interval="5" unit="s">test.xml</timer> 

<timer index="0">Pause</timer> 

<timer index="0">Resume</timer> 

<timer index="0">Stop</timer> 

</file> 

The first node in the above script contains 4 timer instmctions. The first 

instmction starts Timer 0 with repeat count 10 and an interval of 5 seconds. The timer is 

set to execute a script called 'test.xml' every time it fires, as seen in Fig. 4.4. The second, 

third, and fourth instmctions in the above script, pause, resume and stop Timer 0, 

showing the full range of interaction with timers through scripts. 
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Figure 4.4: DP2P Application's Timer Pane 

The platform also has the generic ability to transport scripts to other nodes on the 

network. This enables task-to-task communication between devices. 

A scripted instmction to send a simple message is as shown: 

<sendmsg dest="Peer2"> 

<message> 

<wrlteprop type="string" index="0">Hi from Peerl</writeprop> 

</message> 

</sendmsg> 

The above script sends a message to a peer whose hostname is "Peer2" which 

contains a single instruction to write the words "Hi from Peerl" to its String property 0. 
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Note that messages are read and processed exactly as fíle-based scripts executed 

from the disk. AIso note that other instmctions such as those for reading/writing 

properties, and requesting/releasing resources from other devices are implemented upon 

this very same messaging mechanism. 

Figure 4.5: Interactions within the DP2P Architecture 

Fig. 4.5 shows the ftall range of interactions possible between the various 

components in the DP2P system. Scripts can manipulate properties and timers as well as 

start other scripts. Properties when changed can raise an event. Timers go off to raise an 
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event. Events can be assigned to execute scripts. The user is the master of the system and 

can interact fully with properties, timers and scripts through the GUI. 

As you can see, the strength of this system lies in the generíc ability of scrípts to 

interact with the properties and events, as well as the availability of many mechanisms to 

generically activate scripts anywhere in the DP2P network. 

4.2.2 Block Diagram 

A block diagram of the DP2P system showing its varíous components and their 

interconnections is shown in Fig 4.6 which gives a better understand of its intemal 

functioning. The DP2P platform has two types of resources: Properties and Timers. 

Properties are variables that reflect device control and status values. Timers are provided 

for scheduling execution of scripts, which are simply fiinctions to read/write properties 

and to perform the actions appropriate to specific values of properties. The main 

component of the DP2P platform is an Interpreter. 

The Interpreter is capable of parsing and executing scripts in the form of files and 

scripts received from other peers in the form of messages in an identical manner. All 

messages and scripts requiring execution have to be queued so as to prevent them from 

acting on the same resources simultaneously. 

The 'File/Message Reader' extracts the set of instructions from the scrípt file or 

message to a string. The 'XML Parser' scans the string, breaking it down into a seríes of 

instmctions. Each instmction is then passed to the 'lnstmction Processor', which can 

perform different functions depending on the type of instmction. 
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Figure 4.6: DP2P Architecture Model 

Instmctions that can manipulate properties or timers are provided. Higher level 

instructions that execute a set of low level instmctions to perform their respective 

operation are available. Instmctions that send read/write or resource allocation request 

messages to other peers are also present. 

Communication with other peers takes place through the Remoting interface. 

Remoting is a concept based on distributed objects and is used for executing parts of a 

program remotely. The DP2P architecture uses remoting to execute scripts on other peers. 
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In order to do any useful work, peers must be able to communicate with each 

other directly. The process which makes peers aware of one another is known as 

'Discovery'. The discovery mechanism also relies on the remoting interface for 

communication. 

The main advantage of the system is its ability to process file-based scripts and 

scripts received from other peers in the form of messages in an identical manner. Another 

powerftil feature of the system is that instmctions to perform local and remote operations 

are identical, and this is supported by the platform. 

4.2.3 P2P Discovery Mechanism 

To accomplish usefial work, peers in a P2P application must be able to find and 

interact with one another. This task of finding peers is called 'discovery', and it must take 

care of individual peers popping in and out of existence. Discovery can be implemented 

in several ways. This section examines the strengths and weaknesses of each of these 

methods and selects the one most compatible with our requirements. 

4.2.3.1 Explicit Point-to-Point Configuration 

Explicit point-to-point configuration is not really a discovery mechanism, as 

much as it is a way to avoid having to implement one. Each peer comes into existence 

knowing the other peers that inhabit its P2P world. This method does not scale well to a 

large number of nodes and does not take care of peers joining and leaving the network 

dynamically [5], hence it will not be used for our implementation. 
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4.2.3.2 The Network Model 

This is a dynamic discovery model in which peers must use the network of which 

they are part to locate other peers. Peers must cooperate, and this cooperation includes 

support for distributed queries, distributed messaging, and even authentication and 

authorization activities. Thus, while this approach is largely automatic, it is inefficient, 

fragile, and difficult to implement [5]. ft will therefore not be used in developing this 

prototype. 

4.2.3.3 The Multicast Model 

This type is similar to the network model, except that nodes in the network don't 

necessarily assist with the discovery. Instead, this model takes advantage of features 

offered by the network itself to locate and identify peers and resources. It uses multicast 

IP datagrams, which unlike unicast IP datagrams can be sent to multiple hosts 

simultaneously. The sender does not need to know how many receivers exist or whether 

any exist at all. This is a very easy and efficient method of discovery, but it fails to work 

across subnets because networks spanning several subnets are generally not multicast 

friendly [5]. AIso, multicast cannot guarantee delivery to all nodes. Hence this will not be 

the method of choice for our DP2P architecture. 

4.2.3.4 The Directory Services Model 

In this type, one or more special-purpose servers provide directory services to 

peers. A pool of directory servers often provides redundancy and ensures 100% uptime 

for the network. Directories themselves may be peers. This model scales well and has 
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great fault tolerance, as is evident from the robustness of DNS (Domain Name System), 

which is the directory service that holds the Intemet together [5]. If a Domain Name 

Server goes dowTi, only the part of the Intemet serviced by it crashes, while the rest of the 

nodes continue to communicate smoothly among each other. 

This discovery mechanism was chosen for building the architecture. However, 

because discovery was not the major focus of this thesis work, the prototype was 

implemented to using a single directory server instead of a pool. 

4.2.4 Block and Wait 

When reading properties and requesting resources from remote locations, this 

implementation blocks execution until a response is obtained. Blocking ensures correct 

execution of subsequent instmctions. Remoting, the method used by this platform for 

mnning parts of scripts on other peers, is inherently blocking. Remoting blocks execution 

on the sender until the script sent to the receiver is completely executed and the control is 

retumed. 

'Block and Wait' is only a workaround and is similar to the 'Muhiple Príority 

Queues' approach. The 'Block and Wait' approach uses two types of messages. High 

priority 'lmmediate Responses' sent piggy-backed with the acknowledgement for 

requests are executed in preference to the low priority 'Queued messages'. 

However, the 'Block and Wait' approach is vulnerable to deadlock and circular 

wait problems. The real solution to the problem of saving context is 'Encapsulated State 

Messaging', in which everything that the requesting task requires to resume operation is 
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retumed in the response message itself Execution is kept 'Non-blocking', and deadlock 

and circular-wait problems are never encountered. Encapsulated State Messaging was not 

implemented during the development of this software prototype. 

4.2.5 Scripting Language 

This section provides a detailed descríption of the scripting language developed to 

run on the designed platform. 

Every XML document is made up of elements called XML nodes. An XML node 

is a stmcture that holds related information in plain text format. A simple XML node 

appears as shown: 

<note to="Sam" from = "Tom">Hello</note> 

In the above example, "note' is the name of the node. "to' and 'from' are the 

attributes of the node 'note', and 'Hello' is its body or value. "<note>" and "</note>" are 

called the opening and closing tags of the node, respectively. An XML node may contain 

a string or a set of child nodes within its body. 

Two types of nodes are defined: •Instmction nodes' and 'Container nodes'. 

Instmction nodes represent distinct functions or operations. Container nodes contain a 

collecfion of Instmcfion nodes within them. The DP2P platform is capable of interpreting 

scripts written using these two types of nodes. 

Attríbutes are of 3 types, namely 'Required', 'Optional', and 'Automatic'. 

Required atfributes must be specified by the scrípt programmer. Optional attríbutes need 

not be specified unless necessary. Automatic attributes are added and intemally used by 
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the architecture. Within scripts written to mn on our DP2P architecture, attributes of a 

node may occur in any order; however, the case of nodes, attríbutes, and values must be 

exactly as specified in this section. 

4.2.5.1 Container Nodes 

Container nodes do nothing by themselves. However, they are capable of holding 

a collection of instmction nodes within their body for performing certain operations. 

Three types of container nodes have been defined: 'file', 'message' and 'block'. 'File' 

container nodes are used when vsTÍting scripts that are stored on disk. 'Message' container 

nodes are used within sendmsg instmctions for holding scripts that will be sent to and 

subsequently executed on other peers. 'Block' container nodes hold a set of instmctions 

within testing and looping statements. 

4.2.5.1.1 File 

'File' must be the root node in any XML script that runs on this platform. 

Table 4.1: File node attributes 

Attribute 

id 

job 

Type 

Required 

Required 

Value 

Filename / User-friendly 

name describing script 

Job title 

Sample file node appears as shown: 

<file id="ievel controller" job="level"> 

</file> 
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4.2.5.1.2 Message 

'Message' must be the root node in any XML message sent or received on this 

platform. 

Table 4.2: Message node attributes 

Attribute 

id 

job 

src 

Type 

Automatic 

Automatic 

Automatic 

Value 

Number 

Job title 

hostname of message 

source 

Sample message node appears as shown: 

<message id = " l " job="level" src="Peerl"> 

</message> 

4.2.5.1.3 Block 
'Block' is a container node for holding instmction nodes within 'if conditional 

statements, 'for' looping statements, and resource allocation instmctions. 

Table 4.3: Block node attributes 

Attribute 

id 

Type 

Required 

Value 

Depends on parent node 

Sample block node appears as shown: 

<blocl< id="True"> 

</blocl<> 
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4.2.5.2 Instruction Nodes 

Various instmction nodes have been defined to perform different operations on 

resources, such as reading and writing properties and manipulating timers. Instruction 

nodes for performing arithmetic operations, testing conditions, looping (repeatedly 

performing a set of functions), and allocating resources are also available. 

The instmctions for local as well as remote operations are identical, making them 

transparent to the programmer at the script level. By virtue of the instmctions provided, 

the scrípts have been attributed the generic ability to interact with properties, timers and 

events anywhere in the DP2P network. 

4.2.5.2.1 Sendmsg 

'Sendmsg' is the generic instruction used for communicating with remote peers 

within the DP2P system. Content of the sendmsg node is a 'message' container node, 

which may hold a collection of instmctions to be executed on the remote peer. 

This feature enables higher level operations such as reading properties and 

requesting resources from remote peers to reuse sendmsg as the low level mechanism for 

transferring messages between peers. 
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Table 4.4: Sendmsg node attributes 

Attribute 

dest 

type 

Type 

Required 

Optional 

Value 

hostname of destination / 

'broadcast' or 'Broadcast' 

'index' 

(for indirectly specifying 

destination stored in a string 

property) 

When the desfinafion of a message is specified using the term 'Broadcast' on this 

platform, the application sends the message directly to each peer on the DP2P network. 

Thus the fianction performed by IP multicasting has been imitated using a sequence of 

messages instead of tme broadcasting. 

The type = 'index' attribute can be used to specify a destination hostname that is 

stored in a string property. With this attribute specified, the index of the stríng property 

containing the actual hostname is then simply wrítten as the content of the sendmsg 

instmction. 

Sendmsg instmction can be used as shown: 

<sendmsg dest="Peer2"> 

<message> 

</message> 

</sendmsg> 

<sendmsg dest="broadcast"> 

<message> 

</message> 

</sendmsg> 
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4.2.5.2.2 Writeprop 

The 'Writeprop' instmction can be used for writing Integer, String, and DateTime 

values to properties on any device within the DP2P system. The content of the wríteprop 

instmction is an Integer, String or DateTime value. It may also be an index of a local 

property whose value is to be written. For writing properties to remote locations, 

writeprop intemally uses the existing sendmsg instmction. 

A special keyword, 'Now', may be used for writing system date and time to a 

DateTime property. Another keyword, 'Src', may be used for writing the hostname of the 

source of a message to a String property. 

Table 4.5: Writeprop node attríbutes 

Attribute 

type 

index 

body 

dest 

Type 

Required 

Required 

Optional 

Optional 

Value 

'int', 'string', or 

'DateTime' 

destination index 

'value' (Defauh) / 

'index' 

hostname (Default) / 

hostname of destination 

Writeprop instmction can be used as shown: 

<writeprop type="int" index="l">10</writeprop> 

<writeprop type="int" index="2" body="index">l</writeprop> 

<writeprop type="string" index="l">Src</writeprop> 

<writeprop type="DateTime" lndex="l" dest="Peer2">Now</writeprop> 
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The first writeprop instmction writes the value 10 to integer property 0. The 

second instmction locally copies the value in integer property 1 to integer property 2. The 

third instruction, when used within a script sent to another peer, copies the hostname of 

the sender, the source of the message, to string property 0 on the second peer. The fourth 

instmction writes the current system time on the first peer to DateTime property 1 on 

another peer whose hostname is given to be 'Peer2'. 
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4.2.5.2.3 Readprop 

The 'Readprop' instmction can be used for reading Integer, String, and DateTime 

values from properties on other devices within the DP2P system. The content of readprop 

instmction is always empty. Readprop intemally uses sendmsg and writeprop 

instmctions. 

Table 4.6: Readprop node attributes 

Attribute 

type 

from 

insrc 

to 

indest 

Type 

Required 

Required 

Required 

Required 

Required 

Value 

'int', 'stríng', or 

'DateTime' 

source index 

source hostname 

destination index 

destination hostname 

Readprop instmction can be used as shown: 

<readprop type="int" from="3" in_src="Peer2" to="2" in_dest="Peerl" /> 

The above instmction does not have a "</readprop>" closing tag because the 

instmction does not have content, which makes the addition of such a tag unnecessary. 
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4.2.5.2.4 Increment Decrement 

'lncrement' and 'decrement' are arithmetic instmctions that can operate only on 

Integer properties on any device within the DP2P system. Content of increment / 

decrement instmctions is always empty. Increment / decrement operations on remote 

peers intemally use the existing sendmsg instmction. 

Table 4.7: Increment/decrement node attributes 

Attribute 

index 

dest 

Type 

Required 

Optional 

Value 

index 

hostname (Default) / 

hostname of destination 

Increment/decrement instmctions can be used as shown: 

<increment index="0" /> 

<decrement index="l" dest="Peer2" /> 
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4.2.5.2.5 Add Subtract Multiply Divide 

'Add', 'subtract', 'multiply', and 'divide' are arithmefic instmcfions that can 

operate only on Integer properties on a local device. The content of these instmcfions is 

empty. For simplicity, attributes 'a', 'b ' and 'c ' are used. Values in locations specified by 

attributes 'a' and 'b ' will be operated upon, and the result stored in location specified by 

attribute 'c ' . 

Table 4.8: Add/subtract/multiply/divide node attributes 

Attribute 

a 

b 

c 

Type 

Required 

Required 

Required 

Value 

index 

index 

index 

Add/subtract/multiply/divide instructions can be used as shown: 

<add c="2" a = " l " b="0" /> 

<subtract c="2" a="0" b = " l " /> 

<multiply c="2" a="2" b="2" /> 

<d iv idec="2"a=" l " b = " l " / > 

4.2.5.2.6 Exec 

The 'Exec' instmction can mn an executable (.exe) or an XML scrípt (.xml) from 

disk. It can also mn a 'block' container node stored in a stríng property. However, in this 

case, the 'block' node and its contents must be encoded. Angular brackets should be 

replaced with round brackets when creating stríngs which need angular brackets as shown 

in the example below. This is very similar to the use of '\" in '( ' stríng operafions. 
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Table 4.9: Exec node attributes 

Attribute 

type 

Type 

Required 

Value 

'exe', 'xml', 'string' 

Exec instmction can be used as shown: 

<exec type="exe">winvtford.exe</exec> 

<exec type="xmr'>test.xml</exec> 

<writeprop type="string" index="0"> 

(block id='str ing') 

(wri teprop type=' int ' index='0') 

1234 

( /wr i teprop) 

( /b lock) 

</writeprop> 

<exec type="string">0</exec> 

The first exec instmction attempts to mns the program 'winword.exe' present on 

the system path. The second instmction attempts to mn the script 'test.xml' present in the 

'scripts' directory. The 'scrípts' directory is present inside a directory which also contains 

the DP2P application. The third instmction wrítes an encoded block of instmctions to 

stríng property 0. The angular brackets must be replaced by round brackets as shown. The 

fourth instmction decodes the block of instmctions in stríng property 0, and executes it in 

a way identical to the one used for executing file-based scrípts or scrípts arriving in the 

form of messages from other peers. 
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4.2.5.2.7 If 

' l f is a conditional instruction used for tesfing properties of type Integer, Stríng, 

or DateTime. A property and a value, or altematively, two properties can be tested for 

'=". ' ! =', •<", '>', '<=', and '>=" logical operations. The 'if instmction may hold two 

'block" container nodes, one with id = 'True' is essenfial, while the other with id = 

'False' may be used for emulating an 'lf- Else' condifional statement. The block nodes 

contain a collection of instmctions, and the block which gets executed depends on how 

the conditional statement evaluates. 

Table 4.10: If node attributes 

Attribute 

type 

Ihs 

op 

rhs 

rhstype 

Type 

Required 

Required 

Required 

Required 

Optional 

Value 

'int', 'stríng', 'DateTime' 

index 

'eq', 'neq", 'ft', 'gt', 'lte', or 

'gte" 

index/value 

'value" (Default) / 'index' 

If conditional instmction can be used as shown: 

<if type="DateTime" lhs="0" op="eq" rhs=" l" rhs_type="index"> 

<block id = "True"> 

<writeprop type="string" index="0">Equal</writeprop> 

</blocl<> 

<block id = "False"> 

<writeprop type="string" index="0">Not Equal</writeprop> 

</block> 

</if> 
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4.2.5.2.8 For 

'For' is a looping instruction used for executing a block of instmctions a fixed 

number of fimes. The 'for' instmction holds a 'block' container node. The 'block' node 

contains a collection of instructions which are to be executed a fixed number of times. 

The 'for" instmction intemally uses two consecutive Integer properties and a stríng 

property to store count, final index, and block to execute. These intemally used locations 

start at the 'index' attribute. Care must be taken to avoid using these locations for other 

purposes within the set of instmctions that are to be repeatedly executed. 

Table 4.11: For node attributes 

Attribute 

times 

index 

Type 

Required 

Required 

Value 

Number of times to execute 

block 

index 

For looping instmction can be used as shown: 

<fortimes="4" index="l"> 

<block id="for_loop_block"> 

<writeprop type="DateTime" index="0">Now</writeprop> 

<writeprop type="string" index="0">I am in a loop</writeprop> 

</biock> 

</for> 
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4.2.5.2.9 Request 

'Request* is an instmction for allocating resources, both local and remote, based 

on an equal ríght law. The request instmcfion specifies the type of resource and its index. 

ft also holds two 'block' nodes containing a collecfion of instmctions, and which block 

gets executed depends on whether the requested resource is granted or denied. 

A resource is granted to a Job only if it is free or already owned by that Job. If a 

resource is granted, other Jobs are allowed to read from the resource but they may not 

write to it. Only the Job which requested the resource may free it after use. 

Table 4.12: Request node attributes 

Attribute 

type 

index 

Type 

Required 

Required 

Value 

'int', 'string', 'DateTime', 

'timer' 

index 

Request instmction can be used as shown: 

<request type="timer" index="0"> 

<block id="Granted"> 

<exec type='xml">Granted.xml</exec> 

</block> 

<block id = "Denied"> 

<exec type='xml">Denied.xml</exec> 

</block> 

</request> 
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4.2.5.2.10 Timer 

'Timer' is an instmcfion for interacfing with timers from within scripts, possibly 

in response to events. It takes attributes for selecting a timer by index and then specifying 

its 'Repeat count', 'lnterval', and 'Unit'. The content of the 'timer' node specifies the 

script to mn on firing. The same instmction may also be used for pausing, resuming, or 

stopping a timer intermediately by specifying the keywords "Pause", "Resume", or 

"Stop" in place of filename. 

Table 4.13: Timer node attributes 

Attribute 

index 

repeat 

interval 

unit 

Type 

Required 

Required 

Required 

Required 

Value 

index 

Repeat count 

Period between repetitions 

(Number) 

Unit of Period 

'ms', 's", 'm', 'h", 'd' 

Timer instruction can be used as shown: 

<timer index="0" repeat="10" interval="5" unit="s">test.xml</timer> 

<timer index="0">Pause</timer> 

<timer index="0">Resume</timer> 

<timer index="0">Stop</timer> 

Note that the interval and unit attributes are used only for scheduling the firing 

event of timers. The timers schedule the execution of their respective scrípts upon firing, 

but the time frame in which the scrípt actually gets executed cannot be predetermined. 
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CHAPTER 5 

DEMONSTRATION EXAMPLES 

This chapter describes two scrípted DP2P applications, Minmax and Watchdog 

Timer, which have been developed and tested on the prototype architecture. The 

accompanying CD-ROM provides the platform and scripts that were used to mn the 

above demo examples on three peers. The scripts may also be modified quite easily to run 

on any number of peers. This chapter describes in detail the procedure foUowed for 

installing the platform and mnning the demonstration examples. 

5.1 Installing the Architecture 

The demonstration examples required three Intel PCs installed with Microsoft 

Windows 2000 and Visual Studio .NET 2003. The three PCs were networked using the 

TCP/IP protocol suite. 

Three folders named 'DP2Pr, 'DP2P2' and 'DP2P3' were copied to the three 

PCs respectively. AII files that were used for this demonstration are present on the 

accompanying CD-ROM. The three PCs will henceforth be called by their hostnames 

denoted by 'Peerl', 'Peer2' and 'Peer3' in this chapter. While running the demos, all 

instances of the words 'Peerl', 'Peer2', and 'Peer3' in commands and scrípts mentíoned 

in this chapter were replaced by actual hostnames. 
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Each folder contained an applicatíon named 'DP2P', which took command line 

arguments as shown: 

DP2P <port> <number of tasks> <number of properties of each type 

per task> [<directory server>] 

The 'DP^P' application on 'Peerl' was mn with parameters as shown: 

DP2P 8085 2 4 

The 'DP2P' applicatíon was run on 'Peer2' and 'Peer3' with parameters as shown: 

DP2P 8085 2 4 Peerl 

These commands start the DP2P architecture with support for mnning 2 tasks and 

4 properties of type Integer, Stríng, and DateTime allocated to each of these tasks. Port 

8085 is used for receiving messages. 'Peerl' acts as a Directory Server for the DP2P 

network. With the prototype system up and mnning on three PCs, the sample applications 

were ready to be tested. 

5.2 Watchdog Timer 

Watchdog timers are used to automatically detect software anomalies and to take 

corrective action. Frequently this means resetting the system. A watchdog timer is based 

on a counter that counts down from some initial value to zero. The software selects the 

counter's initial value and restarts it. This process is called "kicking the dog", which 

gives the timer its name. If the counter ever reaches zero before the software restarts it, 

the software is presumed to be malfiinctioning, and the reset signal is asserted. 

This concept can also be applied to P2P to guarantee the health of the distributed 

system. AU peers in the DP2P network form a logical ring, and all are assumed to be 
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aware of their next neighbor in the ríng. Two timers are used system wide. Timerl, found 

on every peer, has a longer duration and is configured to reset its respective system. 

Timer2, found on one peer, has a shorter duration and is configured to initiate a seríes of 

handshake messages that go around the daisy chain of peers. 

Timer2 on the oríginating peer fires first, sending a handshake message to the 

peer's next neighbor. On receiving the message, the neighbor restarts the count value of 

its Timerl and sends a similar handshake message to its next neighbor. This seríes of 

messages continues to go aroimd the ring, restarting Timerl on each peer, thereby 

preventing each peer in the system from resetting. The last message in the chain restarts 

both Timerl and Timer2 on the originating peer, preventing it from Reset and scheduling 

another cycle of the above events. 

Peer 1 Peer a Peers 

ivatchdog.xinl 

(Start Timer) 

Script 

Script to send 
message to ne t 
peer in Daisy Chain 

Timer i (20 sec) Timer 1 (ao sec) Timer 1 ( 2 0 sec) 

Script to Reset 
respective System 

Figure 5.1: Watchdog Starts Timers 
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This application was tested on the prototype DP2P architecture. The varíous 

scripts used by this application are provided and descríbed below. 

<file id="watchdog.xml" job="watchdog"> 

<sendmsg dest="broadcast"> 

<message> 

<writeprop type="string" index="4">Running</writeprop> 

<timer index="5" repeat="l" interval = "20" 

unit="s">resetsys.xml</timer> 

</message> 

</sendmsg> 

<timer lndex="4" repeat="l" interval = "10" 

unit="s">sendmsg.xml</timer> 

</file> 

The script "watchdog.xml", when mn on 'Peerl', sends a sequence of messages 

to all peers (including itself) to set their status to "Rurming" and to start Timerl, which 

will reset them after 20s. It also starts Timer2 to send a handshake message to 'Peer2' 

after lOs as shown in Fig 5.1. 

The script "resetsys.xml" is as follows: 

<file id= "resetsys.xml" job="watchdog"> 

<writeprop type="string" index="4">Reset</writeprop> 

</file> 

This scrípt indicates system stop by changing a String to 'Reset'. 

The script "sendmsg.xml" differs for 'Peerl' and 'Peer2' only in the destinatíon 

specified in its sendmsg instmction. The destination is the peer's next neighbor; on 

'Peerl', the desfinafion specified is 'Peer2', while on 'Peer2', the destínation specified is 

'Peer3". 
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<file id="sendmsg.xml" job="watchdog"> 

<if type="string" lhs="4" op="eq" rhs="Running"> 

<block id = "True"> 

<sendmsg dest="Peer2"> 

<message> 

<timer index="5">Stop</timer> 

<timer index="5" repeat="l" interval 

unit="s">resetsys.xml</timer> 

<timer index="6" repeat="l" interval 

unit="ms">sendmsg.xml</timer> 

</message> 

</sendmsg> 

</block> 

</if> 

</file> 

= "20" 

II ^ II 

Peer 1 Peer a Peer3 Script 

watchdog.xml 

Timer i ( a o s e c ) 

(Start Timer) 

Timer 1 (20 sec) Timer 1 (20 sec) 

Figure 5.2: Watchdog Restarts Timers 

Script to send a 
message that 
restarts Timer 2 on 
every peer and 
comes back to 
restart Timer land 
Timer s on the 
original peer 

Script to Reset 
respective System 
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Note that 'Peerl' first confirms its 'Running' status. ft then sends a handshake 

message to 'Peer2'. The message contains instmction for 'Peer2' to restart its Timerl and 

send a similar message to 'Peer3', as shown in Fig. 5.2. 

'Peer3' is the last node in this daisy chain, and it sends handshake message back 

to the originating node 'Peerl'. 

<file id = "sendmsg.xinl" job='watchdog"> 

<if type="string" lhs="4" op="eq" rhs="Running"> 

<block id="True"> 

<sendmsg dest="Peerl"> 

<message> 

<timer index="5">Stop</timer> 

<timer index="5" repeat="l" interval = "20" 

unit="s">resetsys.xml</timer> 

<timer index="4">Stop</timer> 

<timer index="4" repeat="l" interval = "10" 

unit="s">sendmsg.xmi</timer> 

</message> 

</sendmsg> 

</block> 

</if> 

</file> 

This script executed on 'Peer3' differs only slightly from the ones executed by 

'Peerl' and 'Peer2' described before. The message sent by 'Peer3' to 'Peerl" restarts 

Timerl, preventing 'Peerl' from resetting itself It also restarts Timer2, scheduling 

another cycle of handshake signals to flow around the DP2P network after 1 Os, as shown 

in Fig. 5.2. 
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Figure 5.3: Watchdog's Timerl and Timer2 

Fig. 5.3 shows the Watchdog Timer applicafion mnning on 'Peerl' in Task space 

1. Timerl of Taskl, having index 5, wiU execute the scrípt "resetsys.xml" after 20s if it is 

not reset in fime. Timer2 of Taskl, having index 4, wiU send a handshake signal around 

the DP2P network after lOs which will reset Timerl on every peer (including 'Peerl"), 

thereby preventing the timers from resetting the peers. 
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Figure 5.4: Watchdog Showing 'Reset' Status 

If the handshake is successfuUy transmitted around the daisy chain of peers, all 

systems show the status as 'Running'. 

If failure occurs at any peer or in the links cormecting them, the handshake chain 

is intermpted, and the 'Reset' signal is asserted on every peer. Each peer may be 

programmed to then analyze its state and take corrective actions. Fig. 5.4 shows the status 

of 'Peerl' changed from 'Running' to 'Reset' when such a failure was simulated duríng 

the demonstration of this example. 
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5.3 Minmax 

Consider a setting in which the DP2P architecture is to be deployed for 

monitoring and controlling certain readings measured at widely separated points. 

Example readings that may need to be monitored and controUed are temperatures, 

pressures or levels of fluid at different locations. 

The goal, then, is to build an application that will send a sequence of requests to 

read values from different points, receive responses, determine the maximum and 

minimum values among all points, and accordingly generate messages to perform some 

action at these points such as opening or closing a valve. 

Once the architecture has support to tie its global properties to sensors, the 

readings could then be actual values of pressure or temperature at various locations. 

However for the sake of testing this software prototype, hypothetical readings were 

entered in Integer property 0 on all peers. String property 0 on 'Peerl' was set to indicate 

its hostname. 

After this simple initialization, the script "minmax.xml" was executed on 'Peerl'. 

The various scripts used by this application are provided and described below. 

The script "mirmiax.xml" is as shown: 

<file id = "minmax.xml" job="minmax"> 

<sendmsg dest="broadcast"> 

<message> 

<timer index="8" repeat="l" interval="l" 

unit="s">senddata.xml</timer> 

</message> 

</sendmsg> 

</file> 
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'Peerl' sends a sequence of requests for data to all peers on the DP2P network 

(including itself) as shown in Fig. 5.5. 

Integer String 

Min 

1 ^ 
^ 

d • ' 

Max 

^Min 

^Max 

Request 

Response 

Figure 5.5: Miimiax 

The script "senddata.xml" on Peerl is as shown: 

<file id="senddata.xml" job="minmax"> 

<writeprop type="string" index="8" body="index">0</writeprop> 

<writeprop type="int" index="8" body="index">0</writeprop> 

<writeprop type="string" index="10" body="index">0</writeprop> 

<writeprop type="int" index="10" body="index">0</writeprop> 

</file> 

Integer properties 8 and 10 hold minimum and maximum readings among all 

peers. 'Peerl' initializes these properties to the value in its Integer property 0. String 
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properties 8 and 10 hold the hostnames of peers which have minimum and maximum 

readmgs, respectively. 'Peerl' initializes these properties to its own hostname, stored in 

String property 0. 

On receiving the request, every other peer executes an identical scrípt also named 

"senddata.xml" but which is different from the scrípt on 'Peerl'. 

<file id = "senddata.xml" job="minmax"> 

<writeprop type="int" index="9" dest="Peerl" 

body="index">0</writeprop> 

</file> 

This script writes the remote peer's data to Integer property 9 on 'Peerl' as shown 

in Fig. 5.5. On every write to that property, the onChange scrípt "minmax/int-9.xmr" gets 

automatically executed on 'Peerl'. 

This script uses the writeprop instmction's 'Src' keyword to obtain the hostname 

of the sender of every incoming response. This hostname is written to String property 9. 

The above script compares every reading written to Integer property 9 with the previous 

minimum and maximum values. Accordingly, the new minimum and maximum readings 

and their locations are noted. 

At the end of processing all responses, minimum and maximum readings among 

all points and their specific locations are obtained. Messages can be generated and 

directed to these locations to perform some corrective action, such as the opening or 

closing of a valve. 

<file id = "minmax/ in t -9 .xml" job= minmax"> 

<writeprop type="string" index="9">Src</writeprop> 

<if type="int" lhs="9" op="lt" rhs="8" rhs_type="index"> 
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<block id="True"> 

<writeprop type = "int" index="8" 

body="index">9</writeprop> 

<writeprop type="string" index="8" 

body="index">9</writeprop> 

</block> 

</if> 

<if type="int" lhs="9" op="gt" rhs="10" rhs_type="index"> 

<block id="True"> 

<writeprop type="int" index="10" 

body="index">9</writeprop> 

<writeprop type="string" index="10" 

body="index">9</writeprop> 

</block> 

</if> 

</file> 
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Figure 5.6: Minimum and Maximum Values 

For demonstrating this example, the Integer property 0 of 'Peerl", 'Peer2', and 

'Peer3' were loaded with sample values 1, 3 and 5 respectively. The Stríng property 0 of 

'Peerl' was loaded with its hostname ASMOIV'. The hostnames of'Peer2' and 'Peer3" 

were 'ASM033' and 'ASM038' respecfively. Fig. 5.6 shows the minimum and maximum 

values computed on 'Peerl'. The minimum value, displayed in Integer property 8, is 1. 

The maximum value, displayed in Integer property 10, is 5. 
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Figure 5.7: Minima and Maxima Locations 

Fig. 5.7 shows the locations of the minimum and maximum values on the DP2P 

Network. The location of minima, displayed in String property 8, is "ASM017"". The 

location of maxima, displayed in String property 10, is "ASM038". 
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSIONS 

6.1 Conclusions 

The goal of this work was to build an architecture that can better handle the 

problem of "Single Point of Failure" typical in systems built upon the client-server 

model, so as to provide them with greater reliability and fault-tolerance. The objective 

was also to overcome the diffículty in making modifícations to system behavior at 

nmtime, providing control systems more uptime, and, in the case of ATE, providing 

greater flexibility and ease in defíning and refíning tests. 

Accordingly, this work designed a substitute DP2P architecture that strictly 

avoids a client-server implementation and, in the event of an error condition, is capable of 

bringing the system to the most optimal state. The diffículty in making modifications to 

the system at mntime due to hard-coded defínition of system behavior has also been 

overcome by designing a new XML-based scripting language and DP2P architecture to 

mn Scripted Peer-to-Peer applications written in the said language. A tme distríbuted 

multi-tasking operating system has thereby been created over many different network 

devices. 

The DP2P architecture has also been demonstrated by running two examples, 

Watchdog Timer and Minmax, in a simulated environment. 
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6.2 Summary of Contributions 

A DP2P system with many fíanctional features for interconnecting devices in 

control systems or Automated Test Equipment was developed. An XML-based scripting 

language for writing DP2P applications that mn on the said platform was designed. 

Message protocols for communication between devices were deveioped. 

6.3 Future Work 

For the application to be of any practical use, the global properties must be tied to 

actual device inputs. More usefiil instmction nodes need to be defíned, and existing ones 

need to be enhanced. Encapsulated state messaging must be implemented to avoid 

deadlock and circular wait problems. 

A technique needs to be implemented to give the user the ability to defíne macros 

for referring to properties and timers, within scripts, rather than doing so using index. A 

user-friendly GUI-based confíguration application should be developed for generating 

scripts and presenting device confíguration and behavior to the script programmer in an 

intelligible fashion. 
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